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ABSTRACT  18 
Constructed wetlands are currently recognized as an effective environmental biotechnology for 19 

wastewater treatment, but their design is often carried out according to previous experience as the 20 
available knowledge is mostly empirical. The influence of design parameters on the contaminant 21 
removal efficiency of constructed wetlands is still under discussion. In this work, the effect of aspect 22 
ratio and water depth on the treatment efficiency of horizontal subsurface flow constructed wetlands 23 
(HSSF) under the Mediterranean climate was evaluated, using a mathematical model. For this 24 
purpose, experimental results from a pilot-scale HSSF system were modelled by simulating the 25 
dynamics of bacteria communities and effluent concentrations. Data from four wetlands of almost 26 
equal surface area but different aspect ratios and depth of the granular media were used. The HSSF 27 
system was fed with municipal wastewater previously treated in an Imhoff tank, originated in a 28 
municipality in Barcelona (Spain). The experimental results were simulated using the BIO_PORE 29 
model, developed in the COMSOL MultiphysicsTM platform. Simulations with the BIO_PORE model 30 
fit well to the experimental results, showing a better removal efficiency for the shallower HSSF for 31 
COD (93.7% removal efficiency) and ammonium and ammonia nitrogen (73.8%). The aspect ratio 32 
showed a weak relationship with the bacteria distribution and the removal efficiency of the HSSF. In 33 
contrast, the water depth showed to be a determining factor: the depth of the HSSF conditioned its 34 
oxygenation and redox status, which affected the distribution and biomass of bacteria in the bed, and 35 
therefore the pollutant transformations within the wetland. 36 
 37 
Keywords: Wastewater treatment; Depth; Aspect ratio; Modeling; CWM1; BIO_PORE. 38 
 39 
 40 

1. Introduction 41 
Constructed wetlands (CWs) are a wastewater treatment technology used for the sanitation of 42 

small communities with thousands of facilities around the globe. However, the available knowledge 43 
about their functioning is currently limited, due to the complexity of the physical, chemical and 44 
biological processes occurring within them (Kumar and Zhao, 2011); consequently, the current state 45 
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of knowledge on this environmental biotechnology is mainly case-specific and empirical (Samsó and 1 
García, 2014).  2 

Design parameters (e.g. aspect ratio, water depth, hydraulic loading rate (HLR) and granular media 3 
size) have important effects on the treatment capacity of CWs. Thus, the design of CWs has been 4 
frequently performed by setting the design parameters according to previous experience in 5 
engineering practice, following a ‘black box’ approach (Kadlec and Wallace, 2009). 6 

To bridge the knowledge gap between science and practice, several studies have evaluated the 7 
influence of one or more design parameters on the efficiency of CWs for the treatment of various 8 
types of pollutants under various environmental conditions (Kotti et al., 2010; Hijosa-Valsero et al., 9 
2012; Stefanakis and Tsihrintzis, 2012). Particularly, the effect of water depth on the efficiency of 10 
horizontal subsurface flow constructed wetlands (HSSF) has been assessed less frequently than other 11 
parameters, being the available information currently limited to a few studies (García et al., 2005; 12 
Aguirre et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2005; Matamoros and Bayona, 2006).  13 

The recent development of mathematical models simulating the complex functioning of CWs (e.g. 14 
Ojeda et al. (2008), Llorens et al. (2011b), Langergraber and Šimunek (2012), Mburu et al. (2012)) 15 
also provides a useful tool to improve the knowledge about their internal dynamics, making it possible 16 
to assess the influence of design parameters on the treatment efficiencies of CWs. Nevertheless, most 17 
existing models have been employed so far to match the simulated effluent concentrations and those 18 
measured experimentally, while the description of the internal functioning of the CWs has received 19 
less attention (Samsó and García, 2014). To overcome this situation and improve the understanding of 20 
the internal dynamics of subsurface flow CWs, Samsó and García (2013a) developed the BIO_PORE 21 
model using COMSOL Multiphysics™. This model implements the biokinetic expressions of 22 
Constructed Wetland Model number 1 (CWM1) (Langergraber et al., 2009) along with fluid flow and 23 
transport equations, which makes it able to describe the dynamics of the main bacterial groups and the 24 
fate and transport of the most common pollutants found in urban wastewaters in a mechanistic way. 25 

One of the main strengths of BIO_PORE is its ability to simulate the progressive clogging of the 26 
granular media by inert solids and the consequent evolution in the location of bacterial communities, 27 
which are forced to move over time towards the outlet of the wetland. This observation gave place to 28 
what would be later called “the Cartridge Theory” (Samsó and García, 2014). The dynamic simulation 29 
of bacteria communities, whose location shifts over time depending on the availability of space and 30 
substrate, is the differentiating trait allowing BIO_PORE to produce realistic simulations of the 31 
internal functioning of subsurface flow CWs in the long-term. Furthermore, the application of 32 
numerical models such as BIO_PORE allow assessing the influence of design parameters on the 33 
internal dynamics and effluent pollutant concentrations of CWs, which would make this 34 
biotechnology more efficient and reliable (Samsó and García, 2014). 35 

The objective of this work is to assess the effect of aspect ratio and water depth on the bacterial 36 
community and the treatment efficiency of HSSF under Mediterranean climate conditions using a 37 
mathematical model. For this purpose, experimental results from a pilot HSSF system were modelled 38 
with BIO_PORE model. Information on the effect of these design parameters on the functioning of 39 
HSSF based on a wide period of operation is currently limited (García et al., 2005) and hence we 40 
expect that the present study will contribute to give further insights on the influence of water depth 41 
and aspect ratio on the efficiency of HSSF. 42 

 43 
 44 

2. Material and Methods 45 
2.1. Pilot system and experimental data 46 

The experimental data used in the simulations was collected from a pilot-scale HSSF system (Fig. 47 
1) which treated part of the urban wastewater generated by a housing development in Les Franqueses 48 
del Vallès (Barcelona, Spain). The wastewater was initially screened and pre-treated in an Imhoff 49 
tank; then, the primary effluent was pumped to a distribution chamber from which it was equally 50 
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distributed among four pairs of HSSF operating in parallel (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2, D1, D2). All 1 
wetlands had the same surface area (54–55 m2 each), but each pair had a different aspect ratio (from 2 
1:1 to 2.5:1). The two wetlands of each pair had different granular medium: one bed contained coarse 3 
granitic gravel (type 1) and the other small granitic gravel (type 2). In all the wetlands, the first 0.30 m 4 
of the beds length contained very coarse granitic gravel, as this area operated as a mixing zone, which 5 
received the influent wastewater. The average water depth of the wetlands was 0.50 m, except for the 6 
pair with longest aspect ratio (type D), which were shallower (0.27 m). All the wetlands were planted 7 
with common reed (Phragmites australis) and had a bottom slope of 1%. A detailed description of the 8 
pilot-scale HSSF system can be found in Aguirre et al. (2005), García et al. (2004a,b, 2007) and 9 
Huang et al. (2005). 10 

 11 

 12 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the pilot-scale horizontal subsurface flow constructed wetland system. Type 1 beds 13 
contained coarse granitic gravel while type 2 beds contained small granitic gravel. The rest of characteristics of 14 
the wetlands are summarized in Table 1. Reprinted from García et al. (2004a). 15 

 16 
In the present study only data from the four HSSF with small granitic gravel (type 2: D60 = 3.5 17 

mm, uniformity coefficient Cu = 1.7, 40% initial porosity) were analyzed (Table 1), as the model used 18 
for simulations was calibrated for this granular medium (Samsó and García, 2013a). 19 

 20 
Table 1.  Summary of the characteristics of the four horizontal subsurface flow constructed wetlands (A, B, C 21 
and D). These wetlands were named A2, B2, C2 and D2 in García et al. (2004a,b). 22 

 A B C D 

Length (m) 7.4 9.0 10.3 11.7 

Width (m) 7.4 6.0 5.3 4.7 

Aspect ratio 1:1 1.5:1 2:1 2.5:1 

Surface area (m2) 54.8 54.0 54.6 55.0 

Water depth (m) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.27 

 23 
The treatment system went into operation in March 2001, with variable flow rates corresponding 24 

with HLRs between 20 and 45 mm d−1. Sampling campaigns were carried out from May 2001 to 25 
December 2003 with a frequency of three to four times per month (García et al., 2005). Besides in situ 26 
measurements of pH and temperature, influent and effluent samples were collected and analyzed for 27 
COD, BOD5, ammonia and dissolved reactive phosphorus; other components used in the simulations 28 
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(i.e. sulfate sulfur, nitrate and nitrite nitrogen) were monitored less frequently and have been obtained 1 
from García et al. (2005). 2 
 3 
2.2. Model description 4 

Simulations were run using the BIO_PORE model (Samsó and García, 2013a), a mathematical 5 
code developed in the COMSOL MultiphysicsTM finite elements platform for the simulation of the 6 
internal functioning of subsurface flow CWs. This numerical model implements fluid flow and 7 
transport equations in a 2D domain that represents the wet area in the longitudinal section of a 8 
wetland. BIO_PORE model incorporates the biokinetic reactions described in the CWM1 9 
(Langergraber et al., 2009), a widely accepted formulation for the simulation of the main biochemical 10 
transformation and degradation processes in subsurface flow CWs. CWM1 is mostly based on the 11 
Activated Sludge Model 1 (ASM1) (Henze et al., 2000) and on the Anaerobic Digestion Model 1 12 
(ADM1) (Batstone et al., 2002) formulations, and therefore it incorporates aerobic, anoxic and 13 
anaerobic processes. This biokinetic model describes the growth and decay of 6 functional bacterial 14 
groups that are considered the most relevant on CWs (Table 2), as well as the fate and transport of 10 15 
substrates: dissolved oxygen, particulate and dissolved fractions of COD, nitrate and nitrite nitrogen, 16 
ammonium and ammonia nitrogen, sulfate sulfur and dihydrogen sulfide sulfur. 17 
 18 
Table 2. Functional bacterial groups and components considered in BIO_PORE model, adapted from CWM1 19 
(Langergraber et al., 2009).  20 

Component Description Phase 
XH  Heterotrophic bacteria Particulate 
XA Autotrophic nitrifying bacteria Particulate 
XFB Fermenting bacteria Particulate 
XAMB Acetotrophic methanogenic bacteria Particulate 
XASRB Acetotrophic sulfate reducing bacteria Particulate 
XSOB Sulfide oxidizing bacteria Particulate 
SO  Dissolved oxygen Aqueous 
SF Soluble fermentable COD Aqueous 
SA Fermentation products as acetate as COD Aqueous 
SI Inert soluble COD Aqueous 
XS Slowly biodegradable particulate COD Particulate / Aqueous 
XI Inert particulate COD Particulate / Aqueous 
SNO Nitrite and nitrate N Aqueous 
SNH Ammonium and ammonia N Aqueous 
SSO4 Sulfate sulfur Aqueous 
SH2S Dihydrogen sulfide sulfur Aqueous 

 21 
 22 
 (Knowles et al., 2011; Samsó et al., 2016). BIO_PORE includes two main modifications with 23 

respect to the original formulation of CWM1 (Meyer et al., 2015): i) two logistic functions are added 24 
in the growth expressions of all bacterial groups to avoid the unrealistic exponential growth of 25 
bacteria biomass, which affects most of the models for CWs based on the ASM1 formulation; and ii) 26 
slowly biodegradable and inert particulate COD are divided into aqueous and solid phases, to enable 27 
the simulation of the retention and re-suspension of the solid phase. Thereby, the consideration of 28 
attachment and detachment processes allows simulating the accumulation of particulate matter in the 29 
granular media and its effect on bacterial growth.  30 

The BIO_PORE model was previously calibrated using experimental data obtained in the same 31 
pilot-scale system described in this work (Samsó and García, 2013a). 32 
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 1 
2.3. Simulation strategy 2 

Long-term simulations (500 days) were carried out to reach bacteria stability in the wetlands. The 3 
same input data were used for the 4 different configurations of HSSF, which allows interpreting the 4 
effect of design parameters (namely aspect ratio and water depth) on bacteria communities and 5 
effluent pollutant concentrations. Constant input values for HLR (14 mm d−1), water temperature (20 6 
ºC) and influent concentrations (Table 3) were used to enable the interpretation and comparison of the 7 
results. The values considered in the simulations for the influent pollutant concentrations were 8 
obtained from the data average of the 32-months monitoring in the pilot-scale HSSF system (García et 9 
al., 2005). The influent COD was fractionated according with the recommended values for primary 10 
effluents specified in ASM1 (Henze et al., 2000). 11 

 12 
Table 3. Influent concentrations used for simulations for the different components considered in CWM1, based 13 
on the experimental data from the pilot-scale horizontal subsurface flow constructed wetland system. 14 

Component  Value Units 
SO 0 mgO2 L−1 
SF 41 mgO2 L−1 
SA 55 mgO2 L−1 
SI 14 mgO2 L−1 
XS 138 mgO2 L−1 
XI 28 mgO2 L−1 

SNH  57 mgN L−1 
SNO 0 mgN L−1 
SSO4 72 mgS L−1 
SH2S 0 mgS L−1 

 15 
The input of bacteria biomass with the influent wastewater was obviated, as it is considered 16 

negligible compared with the biomass growing in the CWs (Truu et al., 2009). Otherwise, the initial 17 
concentrations in the wetlands for bacteria communities and for the particulate and dissolved 18 
components considered in CWM1 were set to 0.001 mg L−1 as in Samsó and García (2013a,b), in 19 
order to simulate start-up conditions. Oxygen release and nitrogen uptake by plant roots (applied to 20 
the top 30 cm of the granular medium), as well as passive diffusion of atmospheric oxygen into the 21 
water, were also considered in the simulations as in Samsó and García (2013a,b). 22 

 23 
 24 

3. Results and Discussion 25 
3.1. Bacteria distribution 26 

The bacteria distribution obtained in the simulations with the BIO_PORE model for the 4 27 
configurations of HSSF was very similar to the observed in previous studies (Llorens et al., 2011b; 28 
Samsó and García, 2013a,b). The bacteria communities were well-developed and stabilized after the 29 
500-days simulations, which is a critical factor for an efficient water treatment in subsurface flow 30 
CWs (Torsvik and Ovreas, 2002; Wohl et al., 2004). The ability of BIO_PORE model to simulate the 31 
progressive clogging of the granular media and the temporal dynamics of bacterial groups allows 32 
performing long-term simulations in which bacteria community stabilization is reached. In fact, 33 
experimental studies in subsurface flow CWs mesocosms estimated that the stabilization of bacteria 34 
communities takes between 75 and 100 days (Ramond et al., 2012; Truu et al., 2009; Weber and 35 
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Legge, 2011). However, Samsó and García (2013b) suggested that bacteria communities stabilization 1 
is a slower process (100-250 days), based on simulations with BIO_PORE model in the same pilot-2 
scale HSSF system than this work. In any case, the performed 500-days simulations had been long 3 
enough for the stabilization of the bacteria communities. On the other hand, bacteria communities 4 
distribution in CWs is still mainly based on assumption and circumstantial evidence (Krasnits et al., 5 
2009; Mburu et al., 2012; Ojeda et al., 2008), since there are only a few studies on the subject. 6 
Therefore, the distribution of bacteria communities obtained in the simulations cannot be directly 7 
calibrated and must be considered only as an output of the model, as in Samsó and García (2013a,b).  8 

 After the stabilization of the bacterial community, the simulations showed an evident separation 9 
between the aerobic bacteria (functional groups XH, XA and XSOB) and the anaerobic bacteria 10 
(functional groups XFB, XAMB and XASRB) (Figs. 2 and 3). The aerobic bacteria groups were 11 
distributed mainly near the surface in a few centimeters at the top of the wetlands, benefiting from the 12 
oxygen released by plant roots and the passive diffusion of atmospheric oxygen into the water. 13 
Heterotrophic bacteria (XH) was the aerobic bacteria group located the closest to the inlet (Fig. 2a), 14 
reaching high concentrations just behind fermenting bacteria (XFB), which grew throughout all the 15 
depth of the beds right close to the inlet (Fig. 2d). Nitrifying bacteria (XA) were located further 16 
towards the outlet than XH (Fig. 2b), benefiting from the absence of enough COD to sustain XH 17 
growth and the resulting availability of dissolved oxygen. Sulfide oxidizing bacteria (XSOB) were 18 
distributed mostly after XA (Fig. 2c) because of the low concentration of dihydrogen-sulfide sulfur in 19 
the aerobic layer, so they took advantage of the nitrate produced by XA to grow mainly in anoxic 20 
conditions. 21 

The anaerobic bacteria groups were more widespread than the aerobic groups, indicating the 22 
predominance of anaerobic conditions in the wetlands. Sulfate reducing bacteria (XASRB) were 23 
located behind fermenting bacteria XFB (Fig. 2e) with both longitudinal and vertical gradients: their 24 
bacteria biomass concentrations decreased from inlet to outlet and from the bottom to the surface of 25 
the beds. Regarding methanogenic bacteria (XAMB) (Fig. 2f), they reached high concentrations 26 
behind fermenting bacteria (XFB) as XAMB benefit from the fermentation products as acetate (a by-27 
product of XFB activity). Thus, the settling of a high biomass concentration of XFB in almost the 28 
entire depth of the wetlands enabled the growth of XAMB at almost all depths of the beds.  29 

  30 
Fig. 2. Distribution of a) heterotrophic (XH), b) nitrifying (XA), c) sulfide oxidizing (XSOB), d) fermenting 31 
(XFB), e) sulfate reducing (XASRB) and f) methanogenic (XAMB) bacteria in the horizontal subsurface flow 32 
constructed wetland of type C after 500 days of simulation (results for HSSF type A and B are not shown as 33 
they were quite similar to this results). The keys at the right of the figures indicate bacteria concentration in 34 
mgCOD L−1. The images are longitudinal cross sections of the wetland, deformed to fit a reasonable size. The x-35 
axis of each image represents the longitudinal direction of the wetland and the y-axis the depth of the wetland 36 
(from 0 to 0.5 m).  37 
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 1 

 2 
Fig. 3. Distribution of a) heterotrophic (XH), b) nitrifying (XA), c) sulfide oxidizing (XSOB), d) fermenting 3 
(XFB), e) sulfate reducing (XASRB) and f) methanogenic (XAMB) bacteria in the horizontal subsurface flow 4 
constructed wetland type D after 500 days of simulation. The keys at the right of the figures indicate bacteria 5 
concentration in mgCOD L−1. The images are longitudinal cross sections of the wetland, deformed to fit a 6 
reasonable size. The x-axis of each image represents the longitudinal direction of the wetland and the y-axis the 7 
depth of the wetland (from 0 to 0.27 m).  8 
 9 

No clear differences were found in bacteria distribution obtained in the simulations for HSSF types 10 
A, B and C, showing little influence of the aspect ratio. Contrastingly, the depth of the wetland was a 11 
key factor, as the bacteria distribution obtained for HSSF type D was quite different from those of 12 
type A, B and C. This shallower HSSF (D) was more oxygenated, because a larger fraction of its pore 13 
volume received the oxygen released by plant roots and by passive diffusion of atmospheric oxygen. 14 
This fact caused the existence of more sites with positive (or less negative) redox conditions in the 15 
wetland, resulting in larger populations of aerobic bacteria: heterotrophic (Fig. 3a), autotrophic 16 
nitrifying (Fig. 3b) and sulfide oxidizing bacteria (Fig. 3c). In contrast, acetotrophic methanogenic 17 
bacteria (Fig. 3e) and acetotrophic sulfate reducing bacteria (Fig. 3f) were less preponderant and were 18 
displaced towards the outlet of the wetland. 19 

The biomass concentration of fermenting bacteria (XFB) was quite similar for all the HSSF (Figs. 20 
2d and 3d), but in the HSSF type D its distribution was slightly displaced towards the outlet of the 21 
wetland, creating an area without bacteria biomass in the inlet section. The accumulation of not 22 
biodegradable inert solids (which enter the wetland in the influent wastewater or are produced by the 23 
death and decomposition of bacteria cells) ) causes the filling of the porosity close to the inlet, thus 24 
avoiding further bacteria development, as observed in Samsó and García (2013b). The clogged area 25 
progresses towards the outlet with time, causing the displacement and reduction of the active bacteria 26 
zone (Samsó and García, 2014). This effect is much more remarkable in the HSSF type D because of 27 
its lower pore volume available for the accumulation of solids (shallower beds), producing a faster 28 
clogging of the wetland. 29 

For all the simulations, bacteria biomass was present in the whole wetland, but the active bacteria 30 
zone (with high concentration) was rather small: aerobic bacteria communities were distributed in a 31 
narrow horizontal strip close to the surface, while anaerobic bacteria communities were distributed in 32 
a vertical strip close to the inlet. This distribution pattern is characteristic in HSSF, as they behave as 33 
non-ideal plug-flow reactors with both substrates and bacterial concentrations showing longitudinal 34 
gradients in their concentrations (decreasing from inlet to outlet) (García et al., 2010; Vacca et al., 35 
2005). 36 
 37 
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3.2. Removal efficiencies 1 
As it happened with bacteria distribution, no significant differences were found in the removal 2 

efficiencies obtained for HSSF types A, B and C, showing little influence of the aspect ratio. Instead, 3 
the depth of the wetland showed again a key importance, as the removal efficiencies obtained for 4 
HSSF type D were quite different from those of type A, B and C (Fig. 4). 5 

 6 
Fig. 4. Changes in effluent concentrations of a) total COD (mgCOD L−1), b) ammonium and ammonia nitrogen 7 
(SNH) (mgN L−1), c) nitrite and nitrate nitrogen (SNO) (mgN L−1), d) sulfate sulfur (SSO4) (mgS L−1) and e) 8 
dihydrogen-sulfide sulfur (SH2S) (mgS L−1), for the horizontal subsurface constructed wetlands types A, B, C 9 
and D. 10 

 11 
Regarding the stabilization of the COD concentration in the effluent, it occurred approximately at 12 

240 days of simulation for HSSF A, B and C, without relying on the aspect ratio (Fig. 4a). The most 13 
visible difference was between the HSSF type D and the others, as the shallow HSSF reached the 14 
stabilization of the COD concentration in the effluent at around 100 days of simulation. For the rest of 15 
the components in the model, the stabilization in the effluent was reached earlier and with fewer 16 
differences between the different HSSF: 75-125 days for nitrogen components (Fig. 4b and 4c) and 17 
about 200 days for sulfur components (Fig. 4d and 4e). 18 

Comparing the results of the simulations with those obtained during the experimental study, the 19 
general trend was similar in both cases (Table 4), although there were differences in magnitude 20 
mainly because of the differences in the hydraulic and organic loading, which were simulated with 21 
constant values in the model. The experimental results showed that the shallower HSSF (type D) had 22 
higher COD, BOD5 and ammonia removal efficiency over the 3 years (García et al., 2005). The 23 
simulations with the BIO_PORE model confirmed these results, showing a better removal efficiency 24 
for HSSF type D for COD and ammonium and ammonia nitrogen. Nitrite and nitrate nitrogen were 25 
not detected in the effluent of the 4 HSSF in the simulations (Fig. 4c). On the other hand, the removal 26 
efficiency for sulfate sulfur (SO4-S) was the lowest (18.4%) for HSSF type D. However, this 27 
shallower HSSF achieved the lower concentration for dihydrogen-sulfide sulfur (H2S), since sulfate 28 
and dihydrogen-sulfide sulfur are complementary in the formulation of the CWM1. Thus, the higher 29 
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redox potential in the shallower HSSF attenuated the metabolism of the anaerobic sulfate reducing 1 
bacteria and stimulated the metabolism of the aerobic sulfide oxidizing bacteria. Besides, it is 2 
important to remark that dihydrogen-sulfide sulfur can be toxic for most bacteria groups (Samsó and 3 
García, 2013b; Wu et al., 2013), so high concentrations of this compound can reduce the removal 4 
efficiency of HSSF. 5 
 6 
Table 4. Removal efficiencies of COD, NH4-N and SO4-S for HSSF type A, B, C and D in the simulations with 7 
BIO_PORE model (end of 500-days simulation) and in the experimental study (average values corresponding to 8 
different operation conditions than the simulations) (García et al., 2005).  9 

HSSF 

COD 
removal efficiency (%) 

NH4-N 
removal efficiency (%) 

SO4-S 
removal efficiency (%) 

BIO_PORE Experimental data BIO_PORE Experimental data BIO_PORE 
A 83 63 32 26 80 
B 86 65 37 28 76 
C 88 65 40 30 73 
D 94 79 74 51 18 

 10 
Regarding the results for COD, the shallower HSSF (which had a higher redox potential because 11 

of the greater oxygenation) obtained a better removal efficiency as the aerobic degradation of COD is 12 
more efficient than anaerobic (Tiner, 2009). For this reason, the depth of HSSF can be considered a 13 
determining factor in the removal efficiency of COD. Reducing the water depth of HSSF has also 14 
showed positive effects on their pollutant removal efficiencies in previous studies, because of a better 15 
hydraulic efficiency (Holland et al., 2004) or due to its lower negative redox potential (Matamoros 16 
and Bayona, 2006). 17 
 18 

 19 

4. Conclusions 20 
The BIO_PORE model allowed to contrast and give insight into the experimental results of 4 21 

HSSF with different configurations in term of aspect ratio and water depth. While the water depth 22 
showed to be a determining factor in the removal efficiency of the wetlands, the aspect ratio showed a 23 
weak relationship with the removal efficiency. The depth of the HSSF conditioned the redox status of 24 
the wetlands because of the different oxygenation: shallow beds resulted in a greater contact of the 25 
water with the root of the macrophytes (larger oxygen release by plant roots) and with the atmosphere 26 
(larger passive diffusion of atmospheric oxygen). Thus, the water depth influenced the distribution 27 
and biomass of bacteria in the bed, which in turn conditioned the pollutant transformations within the 28 
wetland and their concentrations in the effluent.  29 

As aerobic degradation of organic matter is more efficient than anaerobic, and a higher redox 30 
potential of the wetland also enhances nitrification, the removal efficiency for COD and ammonium 31 
and ammonia nitrogen resulted higher for shallow HSSF. Besides, shallow HSSF reach before the 32 
stabilization of the COD concentration in the effluent. Otherwise, shallow HSSF have a bigger risk of 33 
becoming ineffective in a shorter time due to the accumulation of inert solids, which causes the 34 
displacement and reduction of the active bacteria zone. Therefore, the risk of clogging, which is 35 
considered one of the biggest operational problems for CWs, can be seen as the main drawback 36 
related with shallow wetlands. 37 

Understanding such effects of the water depth of HSSF on their functioning and removal 38 
efficiency will aid in the design and management of this biotechnology. 39 
 40 
 41 
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